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Challenges
monitoring Geological CO2 Storage in Saline Aquifers

Regulators & general public require transparency & assurances that 
supercritical CO2 stays put in the storage complex 

‣ reservoir simulations alone are uncertain due to large variability 
permeability


‣ risk profile storage & containment highest at start & at end


‣ there is a need for reproducibility


Develop low-cost time-lapse seismic system to monitor CO2 plumes  

‣maximally captures information collected over many decades


‣ low-cost by being sparse w/o insisting on replication of surveys


‣ attains accuracy needed to detect early onset leakage automatically 

‣ collect 1–2 orders of magnitude cheaper over a century


Systematic assessment of risks using techniques from uncertainty 
quantification.

Wood et. al, Locked away – geological carbon storage, The Royal Society, October 2022 
Ringrose, Philip. How to store CO2 underground: Insights from early-mover CCS Projects, 2020.

3.3 Framework for Managing the Storage Site 93
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Fig. 3.4 Illustration of what is meant by the storage complex (for an offshore storage setting).
Leakage concerns CO2 flux out of the storage complex, while migration refers to CO2 fluxes within
the storage complex

A major difference between CO2 injection projects and gas or oil production
projects, is that for CO2 storage there is generally much less well control (e.g. 1
or 2 injection wells) and yet there needs to be some level of confidence about the
CO2 remaining within the storage domain (well away from the wells). In some of
the early research pilot projects, such as Otway in Australia (Sharma et al. 2011;
Jenkins et al, 2017) and Ketzin in Germany (Ivanova et al. 2012; Martens et al.
2014), dedicated monitoring wells were drilled to check how the CO2 behaved in the
subsurface. However, in general and for large-scale commercial projects wewill need
to minimize the drilling of observation wells and mainly rely on remote detection
and modelling approaches. That is to say, a combination of fluid flow modelling and
geophysical/geochemical monitoring will need to be sufficient to have confidence
about the site. In the next section we will focus on monitoring approaches, and here
we will briefly cover the practices needed to model and understand the CO2 plume
and associated pressure footprint.

from Ringrose

https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/low-carbon-energy-programme/geological-carbon-storage/
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Risk profiles

Uncertainties & risk storage model 

‣ highest at start


‣ diminish when more time-lapse data is collected


Containment risk increases 

‣w/ amount of CO2 stored


‣w/ size area undergoing pressure changes


There can be NO lapse in monitoring because 


‣ any lack of transparency conformance 


‣will lead in loss in confidence by the general public


High-fidelity time-lapse information needs to be 
collected regularly over long periods of time!

UK Government publication “Deep Geological Storage of CO2 on the UK Continental Shelf: Containment Certainty” 

Deep Geological Storage of CO2 on the UK Continental Shelf: Containment Certainty 
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Geological Containment Risk Profile 

There are containment risks associated with injecting and storing CO2 in a deep geological 

storage site. These risks will not remain constant throughout storage site life, but, as the 

amount of CO2 injected increases the pressure changes, and the CO2 plume migrates during 

injection, so the containment risk of a site changes through the operational life and beyond.  

 

Figure 9. Schematic of likely geological containment risk over time for a CO2 storage 
complex, based on Benson 2007 [40]  

Figure 9 provides an example of how geological containment risks might vary for one storage 

complex. For a leak to occur there must be an erroneous assumption relating to an uncertainty 

at some location within the complex, or a lack of integrity within a well. The geological 

containment risk profile starts at zero as captured CO2 could not leak from the storage complex 

prior to being injected. As increasing amounts of CO2 are injected, the pressure increases and 

the containment risk increases (the probability and severity of a leak both increase), being 

greatest towards the end of operations and for a while after operations. This coincides with the 

highest pressures, highest concentrated free phase CO2 (CO2 that is free to flow) and while the 

plume is reaching its widest extent.  

Data collected during injection will improve understanding of the behaviour of the site, 

improving the accuracy of the forecast and ways to manage and reduce the risk associated 

with greater amounts of CO2 within the storage site and greater plume extent [7]. These data 

could alternatively indicate that an assumption that was important in deriving the containment 

risk profile was incorrect to the extent that the risk is higher than previously identified. This 

could have consequences for the operational life of the storage site. However, the forecast 

modelling will mean that this is likely to be identified as an issue prior to any leakage. After CO2 

is injected, the pressure in the reservoir will begin to equilibrate with the surrounding geology 

and any free CO2 will become more securely trapped (see discussion of trapping mechanisms 

in Section 2.2). 

Deep Geological Storage of CO2 on the UK Continental Shelf: Containment Certainty 
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3.1.4 Risk and Uncertainty Profiles of a Storage Site 

The CO2 containment risk assessment of a geological storage complex will reflect an 
evaluation of the probability of any kind of unplanned release of CO2 from the complex and the 
severity of that release. Risk is quantified in this instance as the product of probability of 
occurrence and severity of occurrence. This section considers how these risks might vary 
through time, and also considers how uncertainty might vary through time. 

Section 3.3 of this report considers the magnitude of the probability and severity of a number of 
potential well and geological leakage pathways, based on the amount of CO2 leaked from a 
notional typical storage complex during injection operations and for 100 years after closure.  

The outcomes and probabilities of a particular occurrence, or risk, are known and can be 
mitigated with appropriate measures. Uncertainty applies to a situation where the status, 
outcomes and probabilities are not known and cannot be quantified. 

Uncertainty Profile 
Uncertainties relating to the storage site will decrease with time as knowledge of the site 
increases, through data gathered during the pre-permit site characterisation phase, and 
knowledge gained through injection operations, including from the operational and post-closure 
monitoring of the site (see Figure 8). Generally, saline aquifer storage sites are likely to have 
more initial uncertainty related to fluid flow than depleted fields, as saline aquifer sites do not 
have a history of production from the site, which will translate to the crossover point in Figure 8 
being further to the left in a depleted field (i.e. it will be reached sooner). 

 

Figure 8. Illustration of uncertainty levels through the stages of a CO2 storage site (from 
Pawar et al., 2015 [39]) 

uncertainty profile

containment risk profile

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1134212/ukcs-co2-containment-certainty-report.pdf
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Workflow simulation-based 
seismic monitoring design

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin and F. Herrmann. “Derisking geological carbon storage from high-resolution 
time-lapse seismic to explainable leakage detection.” The Leading Edge (2023).
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Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin and F. Herrmann. 
“Derisking geological carbon storage from high-resolution time-lapse seismic to explainable 
leakage detection.” The Leading Edge (2023).

accuracy = 86.29%
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Rock property conversion
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accuracy = 86.29%
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Conversion

Converted with  1km/s    1.63mD 


‣    permeability


‣   compressional wavespeed 


Three main geologic sections:


‣ secondary seal – Haisborough group  
(blue, , permeability )


‣ primary seal – Rote Halite member 
(black, , permeability 

)


‣ saline aquifer – Bunter sandstone  
(red, , permeability 

)


Values taken from Strategic UK CCS Storage 
Appraisal Project

vp ↑ ⇒ K ↑

K

vp

> 300m 15 − 18mD

50m
10−4 − 10−2mD

300 − 500m
> 200mD

velocity  permeability⟹

Klimentos, Theodoros. "The effects of porosity-permeability-clay content on the velocity of compressional waves." Geophysics 56.12 (1991)

permeability [mD]

compressional wavespeed [km/s]
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Conversion

Kozeny-Carman relationship:





‣   permeability


‣   porosity


‣ values taken from Strategic UK 
CCS Storage Appraisal Project


Permeability & porosity models 
serve as input for two-phase fluid 
flow simulations.

K = ϕ3 ( 1.527
0.0314(1 − ϕ) )

2

K

ϕ

permeability  porosity⟹

permeability [mD]

porosity [%]

Costa, Antonio. "Permeability‐porosity relationship: A reexamination of the Kozeny‐Carman equation based on a fractal pore‐space geometry 
assumption." Geophysical research letters 33.2 (2006).
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Fluid-flow modeling



proxy model 
wavespeed, density

reservoir model 
permeability, porosity
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accuracy = 86.29%
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two-phase flow equations
CO2 dynamics

mass balance equation:




inject CO2 to replace water





Darcy’s law: 




fluid pressure: 

∂
∂t

(ϕSiρi) + ∇ ⋅ (ρivi) = ρiqi, i = 1,2

S1 + S2 = 1

vi = −
Kkri

μ̃i
(∇Pi − gρi ∇Z), i = 1,2

P2 = P1 − Pc(S2)

Jansen, Jan Dirk. "Adjoint-based optimization of multi-phase flow through porous media–a review." Computers & Fluids 46.1 (2011): 40-51.

Symbol Meaning

permeability

porosity

relative permeability

fluid saturation

fluid pressure

capillary pressure

Darcy’s velocity

fluid density

fluid viscosity

injection/production rate

gravity constant

vector of vertical direction

K
ϕ

kri

Si

Pi

Pc

vi

ρi

μ̃i

qi

g

Z
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Pressure-induced fractures

leak through opened 

Philip Ringrose. How to Store CO2 Underground: insights from early-
mover CCS Projects. Springer, 2020. URL: https://link.springer.com/
book/10.1007/978-3-030-33113-9. 

h8ps://github.com/slimgroup/Seis4CCS.jl/blob/main/notebooks/01_FlowSimulaFon.ipynb

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-33113-9
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-33113-9
https://github.com/slimgroup/Seis4CCS.jl/blob/main/notebooks/01_FlowSimulation.ipynb
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Rock-physics modeling



proxy model 
wavespeed, density

reservoir model 
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accuracy = 86.29%
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Per Avseth, et al. Quantitative seismic interpretation: Applying rock physics tools to reduce interpretation risk. Cambridge university press, 2010.

https://github.com/slimgroup/Seis4CCS.jl/blob/main/src/RockPhysics/RockPhysicsFunctions.jl

Rock physics
patchy saturation model Symbol Meaning

bulk modulus of rock fully 
saturated with fluid 1/2

fluid bulk modulus

fluid density

rock shear modulus

rock P/S-wave velocity

bulk modulus of rock 
grains

rock density

rock porosity

CO2 saturation

ρf1/ρf2

μr

vp/vs

ρr

ϕ
S

Bo

Br1/Br2

Bf1/Bf2

<latexit sha1_base64="wprmlZIxe9Hu4iKJRYJT0mcA7wE=">AAAD+HicdVNNb9MwGM4SPkaB0cGRi0UFSlWlasIEXJCmcuE4VLpNatrIcZ3GmvOB7VQqkX8JFw4gxJWfwo1/g+OmJWuZJVuP3+d5P2WHOSVcDAZ/Dkzr1u07dw/vte4/eHj0qH38+JxnBUN4jDKascsQckxJiseCCIovc4ZhElJ8EV69q/iLJWacZOlHscrxNIGLlEQEQaFMwbF55Id4QdISMgZXEpQUUdkaBiVzJXgB3qrtszhTd2kvg3zmOX7EICpPZPlSLgM+87rA91t+UgRsR69ZTWqPKibwpKxAJp3NdeP0T+Ne16irs2Ujzfp5THyKI2FvdRXhM7KIRVf2GnLvJrm3lesSYyjKoazKrgua2K4z6tp1Cb1G10A3252VjrKP7LqRmxRTfTp77DZrNS65NzzQA1XZYGSvLZGnYqyRK7tb56UM8o0n/8RUNJ2n2U4PNHLr1LJsJpay5eN0Xj+AoN0Z9Ad6gX3g1qBj1OssaP/25xkqEpwKRCHnE3eQi6mKJgiiWMUuOM4huoILPFEwhQnm01I/XAmeK8scRBlTOxVAW5seJUw4XyWhUiZQxHyXq4z/4yaFiN5MS5LmhcApWieKCgpEBqpfAOaEYSToSgGIGFG1AhRDNSah/kpLDcHdbXkfnHt991Xf+3DSOR3W4zg0nhrPDNtwjdfGqfHeODPGBjIL84v5zfxufba+Wj+sn2upeVD7PDGuLevXXw1DRZA=</latexit>

Br1 = ⇢r(v2p � 4
3v

2
s)

µr = ⇢rv2s
Br2

Bo�Br2
= Br1

Bo�Br1
� Bf1

�(Bo�Bf1)
+ Bf2

�(Bo�Bf2)

B̂r = [(1� S)(Br1 +
4
3µr)�1 + S(Br2 +

4
3µr)�1]�1 � 4

3µr

⇢̂r = ⇢r + �S(⇢f2 � ⇢f1)

v̂p =
q

B̂r+ 4
3µr

⇢̂r

CO2 concentration    &  


 decrease by 0-300 m/s


localized time-lapse changes


1.68% change in acoustic impedance

↑ → vp ρ ↓

vp

https://github.com/slimgroup/Seis4CCS.jl/blob/main/src/RockPhysics/RockPhysicsFunctions.jl
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Seismic modeling



proxy model 
wavespeed, density

reservoir model 
permeability, porosity

leakage
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CO2 dynamics 
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accuracy = 86.29%



ML4SeismicSetup

‣32 non-replicated source locations (average source sampling 125m)


‣162 hydrophones 2m above ocean bottom (average receiver sampling 25m)


‣Ricker wavelet w/ central frequency 25 Hz
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simulations
Seismic time-lapse

‣ linearized Born modeling (demigration)


‣ SNR 8 dB by adding white noise filtered w/ source wavelet

https://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/GenLinData.jl

# Generate nv vintages of linear data  
F0 = [Pr*judiModeling(model0)*Ps[i]' for I=1:nv]         # forward modeling 
J  = [judiJacobian(F0[i], q[i]) for i=1:nv]              # linearized born modeling 
dlin = J .* dimp                                         # generate linear data 
# add band-limited noise 
noise = deepcopy(dlin) 
for k = 1:nv 
    for l = 1:nsrc 
        # filter white noise by source wavelet 
        noise[k].data[l] = real.(ifft(fft(randn(Float32, size(dlin[k].data[l]))).*fft(q[k].data[1]))) 
    end 
end 
snr   = 8.0f0 
noise = noise/norm(noise) * norm(dlin) * 10f0^(-snr/20f0) 
dlin  = dlin + noise                                     # 8 dB additive noise 

https://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/GenLinData.jl
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Time-lapse imaging



proxy model 
wavespeed, density

reservoir model 
permeability, porosity

leakage

regular

CO2 dynamics 
concentration, pressure

time-lapse models 
wavespeed, density

time-lapse (diff) datatime-lapse imagingdeep neural classifierclass activation mapping

Workflow
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regular
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accuracy = 86.29%
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Joint imaging
joint recovery model

Invert    where


 ( ) controls weight on common component


1st column adds complementary info when 


exploit shared information


No need to replicate to get high degrees of repeatability

Az = b

γ 0 < γ < nv

Ai ≠ Aj

Li, Xiaowei. A weighted ℓ₁-minimization for distributed compressive sensing. Diss. University of British Columbia, 2015.

A =

1
γ A1 A1

1
γ A2 A2
⋯ ⋯

1
γ Anv

Anv

h8ps://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/JRM.jl

common 
component

innovation 
components

z = [z⊤
0 , z⊤

1 , ⋯, z⊤
nv]

⊤
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Solve via curvelet-domain sparsity promotion:


for k = 1,2, . . .


 – curvelet transform


 – the demigration operator for randomly (w/ replacement) selected shots


 – soft thresholding w/ threshold 

C

A(k), b(k)

S(t, λ) = max{ | t | − λ,0}sign(t) λ

Optimization
linearized Bregman Iterations

Witte, P. A., Louboutin, M., Luporini, F., Gorman, G. J., & Herrmann, F. J. (2019). Compressive least-squares migration with on-the-fly Fourier 
transforms. Geophysics, 84(5), R655-R672.

Yang, M., Fang, Z., Witte, P., & Herrmann, F. J. (2020). Time‐domain sparsity promoting least‐squares reverse time migration with source estimation. Geophysical 
Prospecting, 68(9), 2697-2711.

uk+1 = uk − tkA(k)⊤(A(k)xk − b(k))
xk+1 = C⊤S(Cuk+1, λ)

subject to ∥b − Ax∥2
2 ≤ σ2

min
x

λ∥Cx∥1 +
1
2

∥Cx∥2
2
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Seismic imaging
JRM vs RTM

JRM RTM

Number of iterations: 22


Batch size: 4


Number of sources: 32 


Number of data passes: 3

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin and F. Herrmann. “Derisking geological carbon storage from high-resolution time-lapse seismic to 
explainable leakage detection.” The Leading Edge (2023).

Ziyi Yin, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann. "Compressive time-lapse seismic monitoring of carbon storage and sequestration with the joint recovery model." IMAGE. 2021.
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Time-lapse differences

Independent 
RTMs 

NRMS = 8.48% 
JRM 

NRMS = 3.20%

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin and F. Herrmann. “De-risking geological carbon storage from high resolution time-lapse seismic to 
explainable leakage detection.” The Leading Edge (2023).

Ziyi Yin, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann. "Compressive time-lapse seismic monitoring of carbon storage and sequestration with the joint recovery model." IMAGE. 2021.

NRMS = 200% ×
∥x1 − x2∥

∥x1∥ + ∥x2∥
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Automatic leakage detection w/ 
explainable ML

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin and F. Herrmann. “Derisking geological carbon storage from high-resolution 
time-lapse seismic to explainable leakage detection.” The Leading Edge (2023).

Erdinc, H. T., Gahlot, A. P., Yin, Z., Louboutin, M., & Herrmann, F. J. De-risking Carbon Capture and Sequestration with Explainable CO2 Leakage Detection 
in Time-lapse Seismic Monitoring Images. AAAI Symposium (2022)
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Training set
Compass model

2D
 V

el
oc

ity
 S

lic
es

Retrieved from Jones (2008)

Five different 2D velocity slices


1000 leak/no leak scenarios

Jones, C., Edgar, J., Selvage, J., and Crook, H., 2012, Building complex synthetic models to evaluate acquisition geometries and velocity inversion 
technologies: In 74th EAGE conference and exhibition, pp. cp–293
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Training dataset
densely sampled seismic data

‣ pressure MPa seal opens ( )  randomly


‣ permeability 


‣ linear time-lapse data generated w/ & w/o leakage 


‣ time-lapse data inverted after 200 days w/ JRM

≥ 15 12.5 m − 62.5 m

10−4 md → 500 md

JRM

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Derisking geological carbon 
storage from high-resolution time-lapse seismic to explainable leakage detection”, The Leading Edge, vol. 42, pp. 69–76, 2023.

h8ps://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/JRM.jl

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=183
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/de-risking-geological-carbon-storage-high-resolution-time-lapse-seismic-explainable-leakage
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/de-risking-geological-carbon-storage-high-resolution-time-lapse-seismic-explainable-leakage
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Seismic imaging
no leakage

{
Difference images will be network input


10X no leakage difference image
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Seismic imaging
leakage

{
Difference images will be network input


10X leakage difference image
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NRMS histogram

JRM: 

‣ lower NRMS


‣ narrower range


‣ 6~7%  2~3% 

‣ more repeatable recovery

→

NRMS statistics

JRM vs independent Imaging
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Class activation mapping



proxy model 
wavespeed, density

reservoir model 
permeability, porosity

leakage

regular

CO2 dynamics 
concentration, pressure

time-lapse models 
wavespeed, density

time-lapse (diff) datatime-lapse imagingdeep neural classifierclass activation mapping

Workflow

leakage

regular
two-phase 

flow

pressure 
induced  

fault

accuracy = 86.29%
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network training

Vision model

Le
ak

ag
e

N
o 

Le
ak

ag
e

{
{

Convert time-lapse difference images to 224x224 size w/ 3 channels


Use state-of-the-art pre-trained vision transformer

Dosovitskiy, A., Beyer, L., Kolesnikov, A., Weissenborn, D., Zhai, X., Unterthiner, T., ... & Houlsby, N. 
(2020). An image is worth 16x16 words: Transformers for image recognition at scale. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2010.11929.

Classification

h8ps://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/main.ipynb
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plume

CAM

leakage regular

Class Activation Mapping
Results
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Examples 

Thresholded CAM maps (<0.2)


Localized areas of (potential) leakage

importance
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Results

Overall 86.29% accuracy


‣ relied on dense receiver sampling


‣ relatively high percentage false 
negatives


‣ fewer false positives 


‣may need improvement

h8ps://github.com/slimgroup/GCS-CAM/blob/main/scripts/main.ipynb

Ziyi Yin, Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Derisking geological carbon 
storage from high-resolution time-lapse seismic to explainable leakage detection”, The Leading Edge, vol. 42, pp. 69–76, 2023.

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=183
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/de-risking-geological-carbon-storage-high-resolution-time-lapse-seismic-explainable-leakage
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/de-risking-geological-carbon-storage-high-resolution-time-lapse-seismic-explainable-leakage
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Improved leakage detection w/ 
data augmentation
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Problem
leakage detection deteriorates 

‣ accuracy decreases w/ receiver density


‣ solution augment training set

Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Enhancing CO2 Leakage Detectability via 
Dataset Augmentation”. 2023

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
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Issue
sparse receiver sampling
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Solution
data augmentation

‣ produce difference images w/ 
random number of receivers


‣ add new images to training 
dataset


‣ retrain the model w/ 
augmented dataset


‣ test on different receiver 
configurations

Training Dataset

Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Enhancing CO2 Leakage Detectability via Dataset 
Augmentation”. 2023.

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
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Results
after data augmentation

Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Enhancing CO2 Leakage Detectability via 
Dataset Augmentation”. 2023

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
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Results
after data augmentation

Huseyin Tuna Erdinc, Abhinav Prakash Gahlot, Mathias Louboutin, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Enhancing CO2 Leakage Detectability via 
Dataset Augmentation”. 2023

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=202
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=207
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/enhancing-co2-leakage-detectability-dataset-augmentation
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Permeability inversion from time-
lapse seismic data
Mathias Louboutin, Ziyi Yin, Rafael Orozco, Thomas J. Grady II, Ali Siahkoohi, Gabrio Rizzuti, Philipp A. Witte, Olav Møyner, Gerard J. 
Gorman, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Learned multiphysics inversion with differentiable programming and machine learning”. 2023

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=183
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=184
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=195
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=13
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=174
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=2
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=211
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=9
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=9
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/learned-multiphysics-inversion-differentiable-programming-and-machine-learning
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End-to-end inversion
permeability

fluid-flow 
physics

ℛ

rock 
physics

wave 
physics

ℱ

minimize
K

∥ℱ ∘ ℛ ∘ 𝒮 (K) − d∥2
2

𝒮

permeability 
K

CO2 concentration 
c

wavespeed 
v

time-lapse data 
d

Mathias Louboutin, Ziyi Yin, Rafael Orozco, Thomas J. Grady II, Ali Siahkoohi, Gabrio Rizzuti, 
Philipp A. Witte, Olav Møyner, Gerard J. Gorman, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Learned multiphysics 
inversion with differentiable programming and machine learning”. 2023

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=183
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=184
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=195
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=13
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=174
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=2
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=211
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=9
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/learned-multiphysics-inversion-differentiable-programming-and-machine-learning
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/learned-multiphysics-inversion-differentiable-programming-and-machine-learning
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Permeability inversion

initial inverted ground truth

Mathias Louboutin, Ziyi Yin, Rafael Orozco, Thomas J. Grady II, Ali Siahkoohi, Gabrio 
Rizzuti, Philipp A. Witte, Olav Møyner, Gerard J. Gorman, and Felix J. Herrmann, “Learned 
multiphysics inversion with differentiable programming and machine learning”. 2023

Julia packages can be found on the SLIM GitHub page (https://github.com/slimgroup). 

https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=1
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=183
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=184
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=195
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=13
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=174
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=174
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=2
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=211
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=9
https://slim.gatech.edu/biblio?f%5Bauthor%5D=7
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/learned-multiphysics-inversion-differentiable-programming-and-machine-learning
https://slim.gatech.edu/content/learned-multiphysics-inversion-differentiable-programming-and-machine-learning
https://julialang.org/
https://github.com/slimgroup
https://github.com/slimgroup
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